Morning in America

Like so many of my friends and allies these days, I wake up
every morning with one thought at the front of my mind:
What fresh hell will Trump bring today?
Maybe it will be careless antagonism of one of our longstanding international allies.
We have always been at war with Australia! Bad hombres!
Maybe it will be careless antagonism of one of our longstanding international rivals. What could possibly go wrong
with putting Iran “on notice”? Or warning China to steer clear
of the South China Sea? Especially when the Pentagon itself
had no advance warning that such red lines would appear.
Maybe we will wake up to the news that the new Supreme Court
nominee was in fact the founder of the “Fascism Forever Club”
at his “elite Georgetown prep school”.<fn>Remember how the
Trump voters were all up in arms about those dalgurned elites
from
Washington
ruining
the
country?
Yeah,
me
either.</fn> Here’s a fellow who can be counted on to give the
god botherers dominion over those pesky lady parts and the
ladies who think they belong to them. Strict construction!
<fn>To give you an idea of how OCD Your Narrator can be about
these things, when the new nominee was announced I immediately
wondered if he might be related to Reagan-era EPA director and
noted Bircher nutjob Anne Gorsuch. He is, in fact, her son, a

man nurtured from birth to become an avenging scourge of
ladyparts, clean water, and consumer protection. Here’s to
draining the swamp!</fn>
What other fresh hell? The Muslim ban has generated an
astonishing amount of spontaneous street protest. The infighting at the White House, and all the leaking that goes
along with that – plus the preposterous quibble that it isn’t
really a ban – is almost comic in scope and content; the
knives are out and being sharpened, and if we can avoid
getting into WWIII, we will soon be treated to some truly
Shakespearean defenestration and ritual disembowelment in the
Trump inner circle. Knowing Trump, it will likely be a prime
time special event, brought to you by Geico with special
guests Amarosa and Scott Baio.
Maybe we will wake up to Trump making a mockery of a sham of
the National Prayer Breakfast<fn>Which, truth be told, should
be ridiculed into extinction.</fn> with a Trump v Terminator
dick measuring, followed by this nearly perfect remark about
the Senate Chaplain<fn>Another idea that should be mocked into
extinction ffs, but I digress.</fn>:
“I don’t know, chaplain, whether or not that’s an appointed
position. Is that an appointed position? I don’t even know if
you’re Democrat or if you’re Republican, but I’m appointing
you for another year. The hell with it.”
The normally delicate fee fees of the Christianist cult failed
to ruffle over this. Of course they did not; Trump promised to
get rid of those pesky church-state restrictions that
prohibits politicking from the pulpit. He could have said
“fuck it” to the chaplain and gotten a pass.
Watching the press secretary slowly lose his mind on a daily
basis is another source of pretty swell entertainment. It’s
more fun than watching a penis-compensator shoot himself in
the foot.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypi9D921yvs
I love this way more than I should.
There are some truly comic elements at play in all this, but
it is hard to muster much more than a mordant giggle. Take the
tone-deafness of Trump wank fantasy daughter Ivanka posing
while the airport protests were at their peak. It would be
funny…

$5000 to Look Like a Baked Potato?
..but frankly, I thought this girl wore it better.

I wish this were funny.
I wish this were actually funny. It is not. Darkly comic, yes,
and mordant chuckling at (some of) it is damn near necessary
to deal with the darkness. But it’s hollow fucking laughter at
best.
The pace and severity of the coming fuckery are going to have
serious negative consequences for years to come. Consider: if
Gorsuch is confirmed, he will still be fucking the world up
for my kids for years after I’m dead and buried. Consider: a
crack in the Keystone pipeline will foul the Ogallala Aquifer
for generations. Consider: people will die needlessly because
of cruel decisions on immigration and health care. There’s no
reversing that kind of thing.
So what to do? Well, face it: the left has zero power right
now beyond the ability to obstruct and raise hell. Senate
rules have already been tossed overboard for the sake of
expediting the fuckery.<fn>Like Trump, the rest of the ruling
GOP sees any agreement or contract (or treaty!) as something
to be torn up when it becomes an inconvenience. Why any party
would trust this Nation under the current government is a

mystery.</fn> They have the power and they are going to do
what they want. Because fuck you.
There are still actions we can – and really must – take if we
want to turn this around. I visited the office of our local
congresscritter on Monday with a group of fierce women. We
have a face-to-face scheduled with the congressman later this
month only because we refused to leave until we got a
commitment for a meeting. I suspect he will be unmoved by
anything we have to say. But we’re going to make him listen.
Unless he chickens out in the end and cancels the meeting. Any
bets?
Tomorrow, I will be visiting the office of The Emptiest Suit
in Florida Politics, the diminutive and cowardly Marco Rubio.
I doubt we will ever manage a face to face with this little
chicken shit, but we can at least make him run and hide.

We marched. We will march again. We have been calling Reps and

Senators daily. We do what we can. But it ain’t much.
I suspect that we aren’t going to see much more than a few
dreaded “moral” victories at least until the mid-term
elections. Maybe those tiny steps will add up to something
resembling counter-momentum by then. But I feel confident that
these tiny gestures can accumulate, that the nearly
unprecedented taking-to-the-streets we have seen in these
first two weeks<fn>Seriously…only two fucking weeks. It’s like
time is standing still.</fn> is harbinger of real, sustained
resistance.
We are entering a dark a gloomy time. There is no shortcut
through the forest. We keep going, one step at a time.
There has to be a clearing out there somewhere.

